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News and Events from Loews Chicago Hotel


	Text Field 2: Flavors of Summer 
	Text Field 7: New Sweet Treats Arrive at ETA! 
	Text Field 10: Spa at Home Like a Pro
	Text Field 4: Sunrise Yoga on the Terrace
	Text Field 1: Streeterville Social welcomes the flavors of summer amid a sun-soaked urban escape above downtown Chicago that has everything for laid-back days, happier happy hours, and picture-perfect nights. Sip and savor our Flavor by Loews Hotels inspired cocktails, one for every palette.  
	Text Field 8: Experience delicious decadence at                ETA Restaurant + Bar this summer!                       Our talented Pastry Chef Nancy is at it again crafting the flavors of summer into one sweet treat deserving of a gold metal. The Cassis Elderflower Entremet is as as delicious as it is beautiful, come and try it today!  
	Text Field 11: Our featured product of the month basket includes an urban twist of natural honey flavored lip balm, honey body scrub, honey lotion and 100% bees wax candle, made by our friends at Chicago Honey Co-Op, a Flavor by Loews Hotels partner.$45 | Regularly $60
	Text Field 5: Reflect and tune in to your mind, body, and soul with a rooftop sunrise silent yoga practice. Indulge in a live DJ's ambient and downtempo mix while the instructor guides your yoga session. Absorb the ambiance of sunrise hues, fresh air, and start your day on a positive vibe. $30 Solo | $40 Partners | $50 Group of Four
	Text Field 3: Visit us at streetervillesocial.com or on Instagram @StreetervilleSocial. 
	Text Field 9: For more info, visit loewschicagohotel.com and select the "Dine + Drink" tab. 
	Text Field 12: Call 312.840.6615 to book your appointment today.
	Text Field 6: Tickets can be purchased at www.resonation.space   
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